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the Sth June 1068, at London Airport, have in your possession, a firearm, namely a .38 ‘Liberty Chie?! revolver, and 5 rounds of .38 ammunition, to which Part l of the seid Act 2pplies, and did not hold a firearms certificate ct the time. 
Contrary to Section 1 of the Fircarms Act. 1987" 

The June 13, 1968, issue of "The Washington Daily News" contained an article on page one wherein it is stated, "Ray arrived in Britain May 8. He hurried off to Lisbon to pick up some money transferred from a Swiss bank account, according to Scotland Yard sources." 

For your information New Scotland Yard has no knowledge of any nonoy allegedly transferred to Ray from & Swiss bank account. 

Court Hotel. 

Investigation conducted in England indicates Ray ) arrived alone at the New Earls Court Hotel. 

: As you were previously informed, New Scotland Yard advised that Frederick J. Schwartz, born June 1, 1939, at Detroit, Michigan, and currently residing in London, has contacted the court appointed attorney for Ray stating that he, Schwartz, has an academic interest in the case. lartindale—- Rubbel Law Directory indicates Frederick J. Schwartz is &n associate of the law firm of Dahlstrum, Walton and Butts, Los Angeles, California. 




